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This study evaluates the quantitative biodistribution of commercially available CdSe quantum dots (QD) in mice. Methods:
64Cu-Labeled 800- or 525-nm emission wavelength QD (21- or
12-nm diameter), with or without 2,000 MW (molecular weight)
polyethylene glycol (PEG), were injected intravenously into
mice (5.55 MBq/25 pmol QD) and studied using well counting
or by serial microPET and region-of-interest analysis. Results:
Both methods show rapid uptake by the liver (27.4–38.9 %ID/
g) (%ID/g is percentage injected dose per gram tissue) and
spleen (8.0–12.4 %ID/g). Size has no influence on biodistribution
within the range tested here. Pegylated QD have slightly slower
uptake into liver and spleen (6 vs. 2 min) and show additional
low-level bone uptake (6.5–6.9 %ID/g). No evidence of clearance
from these organs was observed. Conclusion: Rapid reticuloendothelial system clearance of QD will require modification of QD
for optimal utility in imaging living subjects. Formal quantitative
biodistribution/imaging studies will be helpful in studying many
types of nanoparticles, including quantum dots.
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Q

uantum dots (QD) are fluorescent semiconductor
nanocrystals with high quantum yield, resistance to photobleaching, narrow emission peak, tunable emission wavelength, and constant excitation profile regardless of emission
wavelength, making them interesting for in vivo smallanimal imaging (1,2). Naturally hydrophobic, QD are made
water-soluble by surface conjugation (1). Targeting molecules, such as antibodies (3), aptamers (4), peptides (5,6),
folate (7), or high-molecular-weight dextran (8) can then be
added. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is commonly attached
to the surface of QD for in vivo applications. Pegylation
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increases in vivo circulation times of nanoparticles and
liposomes, likely by sterically hindering the absorption of
opsonizing proteins and, thus, delaying recognition and
clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) (9,10).
QD have been used for in vivo fluorescence imaging for
fluorescence sentinel lymph node mapping (11–13), or diffusion analysis of the brain extracellular space (14), in
which particle size confines QD to a specific compartment
or clearance route. Other studies have used surface modifications to target QD. Akerman et al. used ex vivo fluorescence microscopy to show lung and tumor vasculature
targeting of peptide- and 5,000 MW (molecular weight)
PEG-coated CdSe/ZnS QD (5). Significant liver and spleen
uptake of QD was noted, and it remains unclear whether
tumor uptake in this study would have been sufficient for in
vivo noninvasive fluorescence imaging. In vivo fluorescence imaging of targets expressed in tumor vasculature
and tumor tissues has been reported by our group (avb3
integrin targeting using 15- to 20-nm-wide CdSe/ZnS QD
coated with RGD peptide and 2,000 MW PEG (6), and
others (prostate-specific membrane antigen [PSMA] targeting with 10- to 15-nm-diameter CdSe/ZnS QD coated with
anti-PSMA monoclonal antibodies and 5,000 MW PEG
(3)). Both reports show significant QD uptake in liver and
spleen, without quantifying uptake. Ballou et al. show clearance from circulation of untargeted 15- to 20-nm-diameter
CdSe/ZnS QD coated with 750 MW PEG or 3,400 MW
PEG by liver and spleen within 12 min, whereas 5,000 MW
PEG QD were imaged for up to 140 min (15). Fluorescence
imaging showed liver, spleen, bone marrow, and lymph
nodes to be involved in QD clearance. However, tracking
and quantification of QD in vivo by fluorescence imaging is
limited by tissue absorption of light, which impairs excitation of QD in deeper lying tissues, and decreases fluorescent light penetration from deeper structures to the
surface, where it can be measured (16). Despite the recent
development of self-illuminating QD by our group (17)
and continuing efforts to correct for tissue absorption with
mathematic algorithms, to date, fluorescence cannot be measured in a fully quantitative way. The biodistribution of
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QD in living animals thus remains unclear, despite preliminary results from fluorescence imaging studies (3,6,15).
Biodistribution studies provide crucial quantitative and
temporal information of an imaging agent. They assess its
usefulness for reaching and imaging the intended target—
for example, in the vasculature or on tumor cells. The
information gathered helps the development of new or improved imaging probes and therapy agents. Traditional
biodistribution studies using well counting require sacrifice
of 50–60 animals per compound. The significant expense of
lives, funds, and time limits the number of time points that
can be assessed. In contrast, PET of small animals allows
for serial imaging of live mice, obviates the need to sacrifice animals, and minimizes interindividual variation, resulting in better data quality (18). Imaging software can be
used to measure radioactivity within regions of interest
(ROIs) in the resulting datasets. Dynamic acquisition, or
serial static imaging, allows for the acquisition of theoretically unlimited numbers of time points from one mouse.
The current study evaluated the biodistribution of commercially available CdSe QD. QD were radiolabeled with
64Cu and studied both with conventional well counting and
by serial microPET with ROI analysis. Larger (800-nm
emission wavelength; 21-nm diameter) and smaller (525nm emission wavelength; 12-nm diameter) QD were studied. We further investigated whether surface coating with
2,000 MW PEG, which prolongs the circulation half-life of
liposomes and other nanoscale particles, leads to an increased circulation half-life of QD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
QD
Qdot 525 ITK amino (PEG) (‘‘QD525PEG’’), Qdot 800
ITK amino (PEG) (‘‘QD800PEG’’), Qdot 525 ITK carboxyl
(‘‘QD525’’), and Qdot 800 ITK carboxyl (‘‘QD800’’) CdSe/ZnS
Core Shell Quantum Dots (QD), from Invitrogen, are coated with
a proprietary polymer and covalently conjugated with 2,000 MW
PEG, where applicable.
Chemistry and Radiochemistry
Unless otherwise mentioned, chemicals were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. A CRC-15R PET dose calibrator
(Capintec Inc.) was used. DOTA (1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid; Macrocyclics Inc.) (for QD525PEG and
QD800PEG) (or DOTA-lysine [for QD525 and QD800], respectively), 1-ethyl-3-[3-(dimethylamino)propyl-]carbodiimide (EDC),
and N-hydroxysulfonosuccinimide (SNHS) at a molar ratio of
1:1:0.8 were mixed and incubated at 4C for 30 min (pH 5.5). QD
(8.2 mM, 100 mL) were then reacted with the in situ prepared
sulfosuccinimidyl ester of DOTA (DOTA-OSSu) in a ratio of
1:1,000 in 50 mM sodium borate buffer (pH 8.4) at 4C overnight.
The resulting DOTA-PEG-QD [DOTA-QD] were purified by
centrifuge filtration 10 K nanosep (Pall Corp.).
DOTA-PEG-QD [DOTA-QD] (4.1 mM, 20 mL) were radiolabeled with 44.4 MBq 64CuCl2 (University of Wisconsin-Madison,
Madison, WI) in 0.1N NaOAc (pH 5.5) for 1 h (37C), purified
(10K Nanosep), and reconstituted in phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). Radiolabeling yield was $95%, and specific activity was
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estimated to be $37 GBq/mmol for all radiolabeled complexes,
equivalent to one 64Cu-labeled QD in 100 QD. Administration of
unlabeled QD was considered to be an advantage because it
allowed for administration of 5.55 MBq in 25 pmol QD per
animal—a QD dose that is commonly used by our group for fluorescence imaging (Meike L. Schipper, Olivier Gheysens, unpublished data, August 2006).
Biodistribution
All animal experiments were performed in accordance with
protocols approved by the Stanford Administrative Panel on
Laboratory Animal Care. Eight- to 12-wk-old nude mice (Charles
River) were tail vein–injected with 25 pmol of 64Cu-DOTAlabeled (1.85 MBq) QD525PEG or QD800PEG in 150 mL of PBS,
respectively. Three animals per group were sacrificed at 10 min,
30 min, 1.5 h, 4.5 h, 12 h, or 36 h, respectively. Tissues were
harvested, weighed, and counted for 1 min in a Cobra II g-counter
(Packard/Perkin Elmer). Results are expressed as the percentage
injected dose per gram tissue (%ID/g).
microPET
Nude mice were imaged under anesthesia with 2% isoflurane in
2 L/min of oxygen on a microPET R4 scanner (Siemens Medical
Solutions USA, Inc.). Image acquisition was initiated before tail
vein injection of 5.55 MBq of 64Cu, 64Cu-DOTA, 64Cu-DOTAQD525, 64Cu-DOTA-QD800, 64Cu-DOTA-QD525PEG, or 64CuDOTA-QD800PEG, respectively. Dynamic 10-s time frames were
acquired for 10 min after injection, followed by one 5-min time
frame. Animals were then reimaged at 60 min, 4.5 h, 12 h, and
36 h after injection, using 5-min static acquisitions. Images were
reconstructed using an ordered-subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) algorithm. The final image spatial resolution is 1.66–1.85
mm (19).
MicroCT
Immediately after microPET, nude mice were scanned on an
eXplore RS-9 MicroCT System (GE Healthcare) under anesthesia
with 2% isoflurane in 2 L/min of oxygen for 6 min in 2 bed
positions. Acquisition parameters were as follows: 70-kVp beam
energy, 40-mA current, 4.2-cm field of view (z-axis), and 200
projections. EXplore Evolver and eXplore Reconstruction Interface software was used for image acquisition and reconstruction.
Images were viewed using GE Healthcare Microview and AMIDE.
The spatial resolution of the images was isotropic at 97 mm.
Image-Based In Vivo Biodistribution
Reconstructed images were loaded into AMIDE, a free image
analysis software package developed in our laboratories (20). CT
and microPET datasets of each individual animal were manually
aligned to ensure good overlap of organs of interest. Threedimensional ROIs were placed within brain, heart, lung, liver, spleen,
kidneys, bladder, gut, testes, muscle, and bone, using morphologic
CT information to delineate organs with low uptake, and functional PET information for organs with high uptake. Activity per
voxel was converted to %ID/g using conversion factors obtained
by scanning a cylindric phantom filled with a known activity of
64Cu to account for microPET scanner efficiency (16). The %ID/g
of each organ for the midpoint of each frame, or time point,
respectively, was then plotted over time.
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Statistical Calculations
Averages, SD, and statistical significance (t test) were determined using standard software (Excel 2000; Microsoft Corp.).
P values , 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Ex Vivo Biodistribution Shows Rapid Uptake and
Retention in Liver and Spleen

Ten minutes after injection, liver and spleen were organs
of major QD accumulation (Fig. 1). Liver accumulated
29.6 6 8.6 and 54.5 6 11.0 %ID/g of 64Cu-labeled
QD525PEG and QD800PEG, respectively, whereas spleen
took up 12.2 6 7.4 and 37.2 6 13.4 %ID/g of 64Culabeled QD525PEG and QD800PEG. Femur and lung accumulated small amounts of QD as well (3.8 6 5.2 and
4.3 6 2.0 %ID/g of QD525PEG and QD800PEG [femur]
and 3.7 6 1.0 and 1.4 6 1.6 %ID/g of QD525PEG and
QD800PEG [lung], respectively). All other organs showed
negligible uptake 10 min after injection.
The pattern remained roughly identical throughout the
remainder of the study. Absolute values of uptake in liver
varied (35.7 6 8.6 [at 30 min] to 47.1 6 11.5 [at 4.5 h]
%ID/g for QD525PEG and 31.6 6 17.2 [at 30 min] to 53.1 6

9.4 [at 4.5 h] %ID/g for QD800PEG). However, liver
uptake at 10 min was not significantly different from
uptake at 35 h (QD525PEG [P . 0.1] and QD800PEG
[P . 0.6]) if physical decay of the radiolabel was
accounted for. Likewise, splenic uptake varied (7.5 6 3.2
[at 12 h] to 22.3 6 12.6 [at 30 min)] %ID/g for QD525PEG
and 12.5 6 6.5 [at 1.5 h] to 26.5 6 4.7 [at 12 h] %ID/g for
QD800PEG) but did not differ significantly between 10 min
and 35 h if physical decay was considered (P . 0.2 and
P . 0.08 for QD525PEG and QD800PEG, respectively).
With the exception of lung, femur, and lymph node in
QD525PEG and lung and femur in QD800PEG, activity in
all other organs remained low (Fig. 1).
microPET-Based In Vivo Biodistribution of Pegylated
QD800 and QD525 Shows Rapid and Predominant
Uptake in Liver, Spleen, and Bone

Dynamic imaging revealed a brief initial peak in heart
and lung uptake, as expected from a transient increase in
blood-pool activity. As previously found in the ex vivo
biodistribution study, liver was the organ of predominant
uptake for both QD525PEG and QD800PEG, followed by
spleen, and bone (Fig. 2; supplemental videos 1–6 are

FIGURE 1. Ex vivo biodistribution of 64Cu-labeled, pegylated QD525 (A) and QD800 (B) as measured by well counting.
Radiolabeled QD (1.85 MBq) were injected into tail vein of nude mice. Groups of mice (n 5 3) were sacrificed at 10 min, 30 min,
1.5 h, 4.5 h, 12 h, and 36 h, and organs were harvested and counted. Mean and SD of %ID/g have been corrected for physical
decay of isotope.
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FIGURE 2. Image-based in vivo biodistribution of 64Cu-labeled, pegylated QD525 (A and B) and QD800 (C and D) as measured
by image ROI analysis of microPET datasets. During dynamic image acquisition, 5.55 MBq of radiolabeled QD were injected into
tail vein of nude mice (n 5 4). Images were acquired dynamically in 10-s frames for the first 10 min and one 5-min frame thereafter
(A and C; error bars are omitted for better visibility). Mice were reimaged in 5-min static acquisitions at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 36 h (B and
D), coregistered with microCT images, and AMIDE image analysis software was used to obtain organ activity information. Mean
and SD of %ID/g have not been corrected for physical decay.

available online only at http://jnm.snmjournals.org; see
supplemental videos 1 and 2). Within 6 min of injection,
liver activity levels were within 1 SD of their maximum
(38.9 6 5.5 and 32.9 6 2.2 %ID/g for QD525PEG and
QD800PEG, respectively; Fig. 2). Following similar kinetics, spleen accumulated 12.6 6 7.1 and 12.3 6 4.0 %ID/g
of QD525PEG and QD800PEG, and bone took up 6.9 6
2.0 and 6.5 6 1.2 %ID/g of QD525PEG and QD800PEG.
Other organs showed negligible uptake from 10 min after
injection throughout the remainder of the study (Fig. 3,
fourth and sixth columns). Liver, spleen, and bone uptake
did not decrease significantly over the time of the study if
physical decay of the radiolabel was accounted for (Fig. 2).
Unpegylated QD800 and QD525 Are Taken Up
Immediately by Liver and Spleen But Not by Bone

After an initial rapid peak, blood-pool activity decreased
to background levels even faster than that seen with
pegylated QD. Liver and spleen activity reached nearmaximal levels within 2 min (Fig. 4; supplemental videos
3 and 4). Maximum liver and spleen activities were slightly
lower than those in pegylated QD (liver: 27.4 6 2.2 and
27.4 6 6.1 %ID/g of QD525 and QD800, respectively;
and spleen: 8.7 6 2.7 and 8.0 6 7.0 %ID/g of QD525 and
QD800, respectively). Interestingly, unpegylated QD showed
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no relevant bone uptake (1.5 6 0.4 and 1.7 6 0.4 %ID/g of
QD525 and QD800, respectively, at 10 min) (Fig. 3, third
and fifth columns). As previously observed, other organs
showed background uptake of unpegylated QD throughout
the study, and decreases in liver and spleen uptake were
explained by physical decay of the radiolabel (Fig. 4).
DOTA-Chelated 64Cu Is Rapidly Excreted Through the
Kidneys, Whereas Free 64Cu Is Accumulated by Liver
and Spleen in Addition to Renal Excretion

To assess the stability of 64Cu-DOTA-labeled QD in
vivo, we performed biodistribution studies for both DOTAcomplexed 64Cu and free 64Cu (Fig. 5; supplemental videos
5 and 6). Following blood-pool activity peaks in heart and
lung activity, these tracers displayed marked differences in
biodistribution patterns. DOTA-chelated 64Cu was rapidly
accumulated by the kidney, peaking around 80 s after
injection (53.9 6 24.5 %ID/g) and excreted into the bladder
(maximum activity at 15 min, 402.3 6 297.5 %ID/g).
Liver, spleen, and bone do not accumulate relevant amounts
of DOTA-chelated 64Cu (1.2 6 0.2, 0.9 6 0.3, and 0.9 6
0.2 %ID/g, respectively, at 15 min), just like all other
organs (Fig. 3, second column). At 1 h, kidney clearance of
DOTA-chelated 64Cu has eliminated relevant activity from
all organs except the bladder. Similar to QD, free 64Cu is
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FIGURE 3. In vivo PET images of mice injected with 64Cu (first
column), 64Cu-DOTA (second column), QD525 (third column),
QD525PEG (fourth column), QD800 (fifth column), or
QD800PEG (sixth column). During dynamic image acquisition,
5.55 MBq of the respective agent were injected into tail vein of
nude mice. Images were acquired dynamically in 10-s frames
for the first 10 min and one 5-min frame thereafter. Coronal
(upper row), sagittal (middle row), and transverse (lower row)
slices of a 5-min frame from 10 to 15 min after injection are
shown.

taken up by liver and spleen (21.1 6 0.6 [liver] and 4.7 6
2.3 [spleen] %ID/g at 15 min). In contrast to QD, however,
a significant amount of free 64Cu is accumulated by the
kidneys (peaking at 10.5 6 0.9 %ID/g around 80 s after injection) and excreted into the bladder (10.0 6 1.9 %ID/g).
All other organs have low uptake (Fig. 3, first column).
Unlike that seen with 64Cu-DOTA-labeled QD, activity of
free 64Cu in the liver decreases faster than physical decay
would suggest. The effective half-life of liver activity for
free 64Cu is 6.25 h (as opposed to the 12.9 h expected from
physical decay), consistent with the presence of biologic
clearance.
DISCUSSION

QD and other nanoscale materials hold great promise for
biomedical applications such as tumor research. However,
in any in vivo application, the potential usefulness of an
agent cannot be assessed without knowledge of quantitative
biodistribution. Currently, it is not possible to accurately
quantify biodistribution from emitted light that is measured
outside the animal. This is consistent with observations
made by our laboratory comparing light output with PET
biodistribution signal of radiolabeled QD (data not shown).
We studied the quantitative biodistribution of QD in
living nude mice, a relevant animal model for tumor research. Commercially available QD formulations were cleared
from the circulation within 10 min of tail-vein injection.
Liver and spleen, the primary locations of the RES, are the
primary organs of QD uptake, as shown by both traditional

and image-based biodistribution. The likely mechanism,
opsonization of QD by serum proteins—such as members
of the complement and clotting cascade, and subsequent
clearance by RES—has been extensively corroborated for
other nanoparticles of similar size (9,10,21). Surface modification with 2,000 MW PEG increased particle blood halflife from 20 s to 3–4 min but had little effect on overall
kinetics, merely increasing the time for QD to accumulate
in the liver from 2 to 6 min. This finding appears discrepant
with prior reports of blood circulation times up to 140 min
obtained with 5,000 MW conjugated QD, as measured by
fluorescence imaging of superficial vasculature (15). However, circulation half-life does not increase linearly with
PEG chain length, but depends on a range of factors influencing PEG tertiary structure, including PEG chain
length, PEG density, and surface potential of the underlying
nanostructure (9,10,21). Clearance may also be influenced
by the amount of nanoparticles injected. Liposomes, which
are shielded from the RES by 2,000 MW PEG coating, will
be cleared rapidly from the blood when injected at doses of
,20 nmol/kg. This phenomenon is attributed to a pool of
preexisting opsonic factors in the blood, which is depleted
as higher doses are given (22–24). In our study, mice were
administered 25 pmol of QD, or 0.8–1.25 nmol/kg (depending on weight of the animal), well below the concentration
of liposomes reported to be cleared rapidly. Future studies
will need to address whether a similar pattern of rapid lowdose clearance exists for QD and whether longer circulation
half-lives can be achieved either by injecting more QD or
preinjecting other agents that deplete any preexisting opsonins (baiting). Pegylation led to bone uptake, which was
not seen with unpegylated QD. Likely, the increased temporal availability of nanoparticles in the blood enabled
secondary RES locations, such as macrophages in bone
marrow, to participate in the clearance process.
No difference in biodistribution was observed between
larger (hydrodynamic diameter of 21 nm) and smaller
(hydrodynamic diameter of 12 nm) QD. This may reflect
an inability of both particles to spontaneously cross the
endothelial cell/basement membrane barrier of the blood
vessel in the time of their presence in the circulation.
Indeed, Stroh et al. did not observe any extravasation of QD
from tumor vessels (which are more ‘‘leaky’’ than normal
vessels) using intravital microscopy (8). Smaller QD are
under active development, and we are exploring their biodistribution in mice. Although they are unlikely to escape
recognition and clearance by the RES per se, they may
extravasate more quickly, avoid RES sequestration, and
thus might be able to reach tissue targets in higher amounts.
Rather than being stored in RES indefinitely, smaller QD
may also be cleared from the organism by renal excretion.
This is preferable, as it is not known whether toxicity might
be caused by residual QD in the liver and spleen.
To assess the stability of the radiolabeled QD, biodistribution studies of the 2 most likely degradation products—
free 64Cu and DOTA chelated 64Cu—were performed.
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FIGURE 4. Image-based in vivo biodistribution of 64Cu-labeled, unpegylated QD525 (A and B) and QD800 (C and D) as measured
by ROI analysis of microPET datasets. During dynamic image acquisition, 5.55 MBq of radiolabeled QD were injected into tail vein
of nude mice (n 5 4). Images were acquired dynamically in 10-s frames for the first 10 min and one 5-min frame thereafter (A and C;
error bars are omitted for better visibility). Mice were reimaged in 5-min static acquisitions at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 36 h (B and D),
coregistered with microCT images, and AMIDE image analysis software was used to obtain organ activity information. Mean and
SD of %ID/g have not been corrected for physical decay.

Clearance routes were expectedly different from those of
radiolabeled QD for both tracers, with kidney/bladder being
the exclusive route of excretion for DOTA-complexed 64Cu
and a significant route of excretion for free 64Cu as well.
When assuming all kidney/bladder activity measured in the
QD biodistributions to be attributable to free 64Cu (or
DOTA-64Cu, respectively), a maximum of 2.8%–3% free
64Cu (or of 0.04% DOTA-64Cu) could be contained in each
of our samples. However, the actual amounts are likely to be
lower. At least part of the activity in kidney/bladder is likely
to be from QD activity, rather than free 64Cu or DOTA-64Cu.
Although no formal serum stability studies were performed
in this work, the differences in biodistributions suggest good
stability of the labeled QD in vivo. Following the same line
of argumentation as above, the differences between biodistribution of QD and of both 64Cu and DOTA-64Cu suggest
that a minimum of 90% of radioactivity is bound at 12 h.
There is a small chance that the presence of DOTA on
the QD could alter the biodistribution of the particle. This
appears relatively unlikely, as DOTA does not add significant size (given the relative dimensions of DOTA and QD)
or charge (given that the PEG covering the QD surface is
already extremely polar). However, it would be interesting
in future studies to directly label the QD with the radioac-
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tive compound or to fabricate QD from isotopes that can be
used for imaging. Although it was not the purpose of this
study to investigate CdSe/ZnS QD toxicity, and future
detailed work is necessary on this topic, no evidence of
acute toxicity was observed during and after the experiments performed here.
For a useful imaging agent, the amount of measurable
agent at the target (e.g., a tumor) should be considerably
higher than that in the background. For a high target-tobackground ratio, 3 criteria are relevant: rapid diffusion/
transport of the agent to the target site, high specificity and
affinity of target binding, and effective clearance of unbound
agent from the background. However, clearance should be
slower than the time needed to reach and bind the target to
enable a significant portion of the agent to reach the target
site. Unfortunately, the rapid RES blood clearance of commercially available QD formulations observed in this study
allows little time for a significant portion of the particles to
reach potential targets. Although targets on the vascular
endothelial surface may still be accessible to some degree
(and, indeed, all reports of in vivo targeting of QD published
to date have used targets on the vascular endothelial surface
(3,5,6)), it is unlikely that targets requiring extravasation to
the interstitial space (e.g., targets expressed on the surface of
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FIGURE 5. Image-based in vivo biodistribution of 64Cu (A and B) and DOTA-64Cu (C and D) as measured by ROI analysis of PET
datasets. During dynamic image acquisition, 5.55 MBq of the respective tracer were injected into tail vein of nude mice (n 5 2).
Images were acquired dynamically in 10-s frames for the first 10 min and one 5-min frame thereafter (A and C; error bars are
omitted for better visibility). Mice were reimaged in 5-min static acquisitions at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 36 h (B and D), coregistered with
microCT images, and AMIDE image analysis software was used to obtain organ activity information. Mean and SD of %ID/g have
not been corrected for physical decay.

a tumor) will be reached. In addition to the fast clearance, the
identical biodistribution of large and small QD implies
absence of extravasation of the specific particles tested here.
However, absence of extravasation should be verified in
future studies using intravital microscopy. There are 2 possible approaches to address this dilemma. Circulation time
could be increased (e.g., by designing better surface coats)
and the time required for QD to reach their target could be
reduced (by increased extravasation of smaller particles or
surface coats that encourage transport through vascular
endothelium). Clearly, the composition of surface coatings
protecting nanoparticles from RES clearance needs further
refinement and should be a focus of intense research effort.
Lastly, we observed comparable results between well
counting and microPET-based analysis of organ activity, as
expected from studies showing that PET accurately measures radioactivity in phantoms (19). However, absolute
values varied somewhat between the methods, and SD were
nonnegligible due to the small number of animals (n 5 3)
tested at each time point and large interindividual variations
in uptake. In contrast to ex vivo counting, where large
variations existed between time points (reflecting interindividual differences between the various animals that were
sacrificed at each time point), results from in vivo imaging-

based analysis were more consistent between time points,
as the same animals were being repetitively imaged. Partialvolume effects (averaging of counts over voxels that contain both hot and cold areas) should introduce a systematic
bias to lower values in small organs (relative to the resolution of the scanner). In large organs, partial-volume
effects can be circumvented by placing the ROI within the
organ, away from organ borders. Small organs may not
have areas that are unaffected by partial-volume effects. In
our study, the organs that primarily might be at risk are
bone and spleen. However, values obtained by ex vivo
measurements and PET for bone and spleen were quite
similar. In the light of our data, the bias toward lower
uptake introduced by partial-volume effects appears to be
relatively small (in fact, not significant) when compared
with other sources of variation (interindividual variations).
Dynamic imaging allowed for the generation of time–
activity curves for organs of interest, which is of great help
in understanding early pharmacokinetics of an agent. For
example, in our study, conventional biodistribution would
have been unable to distinguish between pegylated and
unpegylated particles, as the relevant pharmacokinetic difference occurred before the first time point at which animals were sacrificed.
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Using image-based analysis of organ activity reduced the
number of necessary mice by 80%, resulting in a significant
reduction of animal use as well as of cost for animal acquisition and housing. Radiotracer cost was slightly higher
with imaging, because more activity is needed for imaging
than for well counting, but this did not outweigh the gains
of lower animal cost. After an initial time commitment for
familiarization with the software, image-based analysis
consumed approximately 50% less time than well counting.
Although QD are fluorescence imaging agents, preliminary studies from our laboratory show that fluorescence
imaging systems significantly underestimate QD mass
amounts in living animals, especially when they are located
in deeper lying tissues, and are currently not robust enough
for biodistribution purposes (data not shown).
CONCLUSION

Knowledge of quantitative biodistribution is of paramount importance in any diagnostic or therapeutic application of nanomaterials in living animals. In nude mice,
both well counting and microPET show rapid uptake of
radiolabeled QD by liver and spleen. Size of the particles
has no influence on biodistribution within the range that
was tested here. Pegylated QD show slightly slower uptake
into liver and spleen (6 vs. 2 min) and are taken up into
bone at low levels in addition to liver and spleen. No
evidence of biologic clearance from RES organs was
observed. Rapid RES clearance of QD may impair their
usefulness for in vivo fluorescence imaging, and smaller
QD may help to solve this problem.
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